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(57) ABSTRACT
A reserved program record setting method and apparatus for

a program preview of a broadcasting program to be recorded

and used with a video cassette recorder (VCR) and a

television set. The method includes a first step of judging

whether a program preview of a broadcasting program to be

reserved and recorded is being broadcast, a second step of

storing a program reserving code of the broadcasting pro-

gram when the program preview is currently being broadcast

in the reserved program recording mode, and a third step of

completing a reserved program recording operation by turn-

ing off the VCR, thereby quickly reserving a record for a

predetermined program by once pressing a program preview

storing key while the program preview of the broadcasting

program to be recorded is being broadcast.
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FIG. 1 PRIOR ART
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FIG. 2 PRIOR ART
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FIG. 3

18b
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FIG. 4A
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FIG. 4B
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RESERVED PROGRAM RECORD SETTING
METHOD AND APPARATUS FOR A PROGRAM

PREVIEW

CROSS-REFERENCE TO RELATED
APPLICATIONS

[0001] This application claims the benefit of Korean

Application No. 97-68542, filed Dec. 13, 1997, in the

Korean Patent Office, the disclosure of which is incorporated

herein by reference.

BACKGROUND OF THE INVENTION

[0002] 1. Field of the Invention

[0003] The present invention relates to a reserved program

record setting method and apparatus for a program preview

(notifying program guide information), and more particu-

larly, to an improved reserved program record setting

method and apparatus for a program preview by which a

user sets a predetermined program as a reserved program (a

program to be reserved for recording) by activating a

program preview storing key when a program preview of a

regular program to be recorded is broadcast (displayed) and

not the program itself being broadcast

[0004] 2. Description of the Related Art

[0005] Generally, a KBPS (Korea Broadcasting Program

Service) code is a broadcasting code which is transmitted

from a broadcasting station. Each broadcasting station has

its own uumber and code.

[0006] Namely, in the case that a user wishes to watch a

predetermined broadcasting program such as a movie, sports

program etc., but cannot watch the program due to a

predetermined event, the user may use a function for reserv-

ing a program record by storing a code of the program using

a predetermined code determined for every broadcasting

program.

[0007] The broadcasting station outputs a program reserv-

ing code which corresponds to the amount of one week for

a reserved program record function when transmitting a

broadcasting signal Therefore, a user having a KBPS VCR
(Video Cassette Tape Recorder) and a television set can

reserve a program by selecting the predetermined code for

the desired broadcasting program to be recorded in advance

by one week.

[0008] FIG. 1 illustrates the construction of a conven-

tional apparatus for setting a reserved program record using

a VCR and a television set. The conventional apparatus may
be in the VCR, the television set or other products in so far

as the broadcasting program can be recorded by using a

reserving code in these products.

[0009] The apparatus for setting a reserved program

record includes a tuner 11 receiving a broadcasting signal

from a broadcasting station, a key input unit 16 having a

reserved program record start key 16a, a controller 12 for

selecting a broadcasting frequency of a predetermined pro-

gram, outputting the selection signal of the selected broad-

casting frequency to the tuner 11, selecting KBPS data when

a reserved program record start signal is received from a

receiver 17 and outputting a control signal indicating

reserved time (a preset recording time, that is, the time to be

preset by a user indicating when the recording of a broad-

casting program will start and end), a memory 13 for

transmitting and receiving signals with the controller 12 and

storing reserved KBPS data therein, a KBPS decoder 14 for

analyzing the KBPS data contained in the broadcasting

signal among the signals which may be selected and trans-

ferring the analyzed KBPS signal to the controller 12, and a

recording unit 15 for recording the decoded broadcasting

signal into a recording medium in accordance with an

instruction from the controller 12.

[0010] FIG. 2 is a flow chart illustrating steps of a

reserved program record based on the conventional KBPS
apparatus shown in FIG. 1. As shown therein, when a user

inputs a selection using a reserved program record start key

on a VCR remote controller (key input unit 16) in Step S21,

broadcasting stations, times, dates, and titles of broadcasting

programs are listed on a television screen for as much as one

week in the future in Step S22. At this time, a cursor blinks

on a title of a program which is currently being broadcast

(reviewed by the user) on the screen of the television set in

Step S23.

[0011] The user moves the cursor to reserved data indica-

tive of reserving data for reserving recording of a broad-

casting program a user wants to record, such as recording

start and end times, a broadcasting channel, etc. (in Step

S24) of the broadcasting program which is selected by the

user as a broadcasting program to be recorded, and then

moves the cursor to the reserved time (in Step S25) and the

title (in Step S26) of the broadcasting program selected by

the user to be reserved.

[0012] The user verifies whether or not the selected pro-

gram is a desired broadcasting program in Step S27, and if

the selected program is a desired broadcasting program to be

recorded, the program reserving code is stored using the

reserved program record start key 16a in Step S28. The VCR
power is turned off in Step S29 and the reserved program

record is completed in Step S30,

[0013] However, in the conventional KBPS reserved pro-

gram record method, when the user wishes to reserve a

predetermined broadcasting program, the user must repeat-

edly move the cursor, so that much effort is required for

reserving the desired broadcasting program, and the proce-

dure for reserving the broadcasting program is complicated.

[0014] In particular, over a weekend, there may be a

number of broadcasting programs to reserve for predeter-

mined times, so that the time required for moving the cursor

to reserve these broadcasting programs is increased.

SUMMARY OF THE INVENTION

[0015] Accordingly, it is an object of the present invention

to provide a reserved program record setting method for a

program preview which overcomes the aforementioned

problems encountered in the conventional art.

[0016] It is another object of the present invention to

provide a reserved program record setting method for easily

setting the reservation for recording of a broadcasting pro-

gram by using a preview of the broadcasting program.

[0017] It is still another object of the present invention to

provide a reserved program record setting method for a

program preview which is capable ofmore quickly reserving

for recording a broadcasting program to be recorded by once
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pressing a program preview storing key while a program

preview of the broadcasting program desired to be recorded

is being broadcast.

[0018] In order to achieve the above objects, there is

provided a reserved program record setting method for a

program preview using a VCR and a television set, which

includes a first step of judging whether a program preview

of a broadcasting program to be reserved and recorded is

being broadcast, a second step of storing the program

preview when the program preview is being broadcast in a

reserved program record mode, and a third step of complet-

ing a reserved program recording operation by turning off

the VCR.

[0019] Additional advantages, objects and other features

of the invention will be set forth in part in the description

which follows and, in part, will become apparent to those

having ordinary skill in the art upon examination of the

following or may be learned from practice of the invention.

The objects and advantages of the invention may be realized

and attained as particularly pointed out in the appended

claims as a result of the experiment compared to the con-

ventional art.

BRIEF DESCRIPTION OF THE DRAWINGS

[0020] The present invention will become more fully

understood from the detailed description given hereinbelow

and the accompanying drawings which are given by way of

illustration only, and thus are not limitative of the present

invention, and wherein:

[0021] FIG. 1 is a block diagram illustrating a conven-

tional reserved program record setting apparatus;

[0022] FIG. 2 is a flow chart illustrating a conventional

reserved program record setting method;

[0023] FIG. 3 is a block diagram illustrating a reserved

program record setting apparatus using a program preview

of a broadcasting program to be reserved and recorded

according to an embodiment of the present invention; and

[0024] FIGS. 4A and 4B are flow charts illustrating a

reserved program record setting method using program

preview of the broadcasting program to be reserved and

recorded according to the embodiment of the present inven-

tion.

DESCRIPTION OF THE PREFERRED
EMBODIMENTS

[0025] The operational principle according to the present

invention will be explained with reference to the accompa-

nying FIGS. 3 through 4B.

[0026] FIG. 3 is a block diagram illustrating a reserved

program record setting apparatus using a program preview

according to an embodiment of the present invention. The
reserved program record setting apparatus may be in a VCR,
television set, or other products in so far as the broadcasting

program can be recorded by using a reserving code in these

products. As shown therein, the reserved program record

setting apparatus using a program preview according to the

embodiment of the present invention includes a tuner 11

receiving a broadcasting signal from a broadcasting station,

a key input unit 18 having a reserved program record start

key 18a and a program preview storing key 18£>, a receiver

20 for receiving a reserved program record start signal or a

program preview storing signal according to a user activat-

ing the reserved program record start key 18a or the program

preview storing key 18b, respectively, a controller 19 for

selecting a broadcasting frequency, outputting a selection

signal indicative of the selected broadcasting frequency and

program preview of KBPS data such as a KBPS program

reserving code when the program preview storing signal is

received from the receiver 20 and outputting a control signal

which indicates the reserved program record start when the

reserved program record start signal is received from the

receiver 20, a memory 13 for transmitting and receiving

signals with the controller 19 and storing the KBPS program

reserving codes, a KBPS decoder 14 for analyzing the KBPS
data contained in the broadcasting signal among the selected

broadcasting signals and transferring the analyzed KBPS
data to the controller 19, and a recording unit 15 for

recording the decoded broadcasting signal into a recording

medium in accordance with a recording instruction from the

controller 19. The broadcasting signal includes electronic

program guide (EPG) data which has the program previews

and the KBPS program reserving codes indicative of record-

ing start and end times, broadcasting channel, etc., of the

broadcasting channel corresponding to the program preview.

[0027] FIGS. 4A and 4B are flow charts illustrating a

reserved program record setting method using a program

preview according to the embodiment of the present inven-

tion. The operation of the reserved program record setting

apparatus using the program preview according to the

embodiment of the present invention will be explained with

reference to these drawings.

[0028] First, when a broadcasting signal is input through

an antenna (not shown) of a television set, the received

broadcasting signal is tuned by the tuner 11, and the KBPS
data contained in the tuned broadcasting signal is analyzed

by the KBPS decoder 14 and is transferred to the controller

19.

[0029] When the broadcasting station transmits KBPS
program reserving codes of the KBPS data for a program

reserving function, the transmission is implemented assum-

ing that the KBPS program reserving codes are transmitted.

[0030] The KBPS program reserving code input into the

controller 19 is stored into the memory 13 and may be

displayed on the screen of the television set (not shown) in

accordance with a key input signal of a user.

[0031] First, the user judges whether the program preview

of the broadcasting program to be reserved and recorded is

broadcast (currently being displayed on the screen of the

television) or the program preview has ended while the user

is watching a program received by the tuner 11 in Step S51.

[0032] When the program preview is being broadcast, the

user directly presses the program preview storing key 186

disposed on the key input unit 18 (which may be a VCR
remote controller) and stores the KBPS program reserving

code, for the program preview corresponding to the broad-

casting program to be reserved and recorded, into the

memory 13 in Step S52.

[0033] Therefore, when the broadcasting program of the

program preview is broadcast, the recording unit 15 records

the broadcasting program according to the KBPS program
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reserving code stored at the time of viewing the program

preview of the broadcasting program.

[0034] The user finishes a reserved program record opera-

tion by turning off the VCR in Step S53.

[0035] Then, the reserved program record is completed in

Step S54.

[0036] However, if the program preview of the broadcast-

ing program to be recorded is broadcast, the KBPS program

reserving code of the broadcasting program to be recorded

can be directly stored using the program preview storing key

18fc.

[0037] If the program preview is changed to another

program preview before the KBPS program reserving code

is stored using the program preview storing key ISb while

watching the currently displayed program preview, or the

program preview has ended, the user may reserve the

broadcasting program to be recorded according to the con-

ventional method by pressing the reserved program record

start key 18a. FIG. 4B shows the steps as to how the user

reserves the broadcasting program according to the conven-

tional method. Steps S61 through S68 are the same as Steps

S21 through S28, shown in FIG. 4B, respectively, and thus

a detailed description of Steps S61 through S68 is omitted.

After Step S68 is completed, the process returns to Step S53

to await the turning off of the VCR power.

[0038] Namely, since the user may use the program pre-

view storing key 186 and the reserved program record start

key 18a, it is possible to reserve a predetermined program at

any time.

[0039] In addition, the KBPS program reserving code of

the regular broadcasting program to be recorded is stored

into the memory 13 and then the reserved program record is

completed only when the power of tbe VCR is turned off

(see Step S54).

[0040] Therefore, when the reserved program record is

completed, if the data and time are matched, the recording

unit 15 is automatically operated to record a predetermined

reserved program in accordance with an instruction of the

controller 19.

[0041] As described above, in the reserved program record

setting method using a program preview according to the

present invention, it is possible to automatically record a

predetermined broadcasting program to be broadcast in the

future by reserving the broadcasting program using the

program preview storing key during the broadcasting (dis-

playing) of the program preview compared to the conven-

tional art in which the reserved broadcasting program is

recorded by using the input key and cursor several times to

indicate a plurality of items of information about the broad-

casting program, so that it is possible to quickly and easily

implement a reserved program recording operation.

[0042] The foregoing description relates to KBPS data

transmission, but the present invention is applicable to any

standard utilizing similar principles.

[0043] Although the preferred embodiment of the present

invention has been disclosed for illustrative purposes, those

skilled in the art will appreciate that various modifications,

additions and substitutions are possible, without departing

from the scope and spirit of the inventions recited in the

accompanying claims.

What is claimed is:

1. A method of implementing a reserved program record-

ing operation of a VCR (Video Cassette Tape Recorder)

having a reserved program recording function, comprising

the steps of:

(a) judging whether a program preview of a broadcasting

program to be recorded is currentiy being broadcast;

(b) storing a program reserving code of the broadcasting

program while the program preview is being broadcast

in a reserved program recording mode according to a

first input by a user; and

(c) completing the reserved program recording operation

by turning off the VCR.
2. The method of claim 1, wherein while the program

preview corresponding to the broadcasting program to be

recorded is being broadcast, performing said step (b), and

when another program preview is being broadcast or the

program preview has ended, performing the recorded pro-

gram record operation in a reserved program record start

mode according to a second input by the user.

3. The method of claim 1, wherein if the another program

preview is being broadcast or the program preview has

ended, the method further comprises the steps of:

inputting a reserved program record start key;

displaying information regarding broadcasting programs

to be broadcast within a predetermined time into the

future;

setting an indicator on various items relating to a reserved

program to be recorded;

verifying that the reserved program is correct; and

storing reserved program data relating to the reserved

program using the reserved program record start key.

4. The method of claim 3, further comprising the step of

completing a reserved program record by turning off the

VCR subsequent to storing the reserved program.

5. The method of claim 1, wherein the reserved program

recording function is a Korea Broadcasting Program Service

(KBPS) reserved program recording function.

6. A method of implementing a reserved program record-

ing operation of a VCR (Video Cassette Tape Recorder)

having a reserved program recording function and used with

a television having a display screen, comprising the steps of:

judging whether a program preview of a program to be

recorded in the future is being broadcast; and

if the program preview is currently being broadcast,

storing a program reserving code for recording in

response to an input by a user.

7. The method of claim 6, further comprising the step of

completing the reserved recording program operation by

turning off the VCR.
8. The method of claim 6, wherein if the program preview

is not being broadcast or the program preview has ended,

then the method further comprises the step of performing the

recorded program record operation in a reserved program

record start mode according to another input by the user.

9. The method of claim 6, wherein if the program preview

is not being broadcast or the program preview has ended, en

the method further comprises the steps of:
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inputting a reserved program record start key;

displaying information regarding broadcasting programs

for a predetermined time into the future;

setting an indicator on various items relating to one of a

plurality of programs which is a reserved program to be

recorded;

verifying that the reserved program is correct; and

storing reserved program data relating to the reserved

program using the reserved program record start key.

10. An apparatus for implementing a reserved program

recording operation of a VCR (Video Cassette Recorder)

having a reserved program recording function, comprising:

a tuner to receive a plurality of broadcasting programs and

reserving codes of the broadcasting programs receiv-

able by said tuner;

an input unit having a program preview key to generate a

program preview program storing signal in response to

a command from a user;

a memory; and

a controller to store one of the reserving codes corre-

sponding to one of the broadcasting programs to be

broadcast in the future and recorded in said memory if

a program preview of the one of the broadcasting

programs to be broadcast in the future is currently

being broadcast and in response to receiving the pro-

gram preview storing signal while the program preview

is being broadcast.

11. The apparatus as claimed in claim 10, wherein said

controller completes the reserved program recording opera-

tion in response to the user turning off the VCR.
12. The apparatus as claimed in claim 10, further com-

prising a recording unit, wherein said controller reads the

stored one reserving code from said memory, controls said

decoder to decode the broadcasting program during the

broadcasting thereof in accordance with the stored one

reserving code, and said recording unit records the decoded

broadcasting program.

13. The apparatus as claimed in claim 10, wherein:

said input unit has a reserved program record start key and

control keys;

wherein if the program preview is not being broadcast,

then the user activates the reserved program record start

key, said controller displays information regarding the

broadcasting programs to be broadcast in the future and

within a predetermined time on the display screen, the

user sets an indicator on various items relating to a

reserved one of the broadcasting programs to be

recorded, the user verifies that the reserved program is

correct, and said controller stores a program reserve

code in said memory in accordance with the user again

using the reserved program record start key.

14. The method of claims, wherein the reserved program

recording function is a Korea Broadcasting Program Service

(KBPS) reserved program recording function.

15. A method of setting a recording reservation of a

broadcasting program by using electronic program guide

(EPG) information included in a broadcasting signal, com-

prising the steps of:

(a) determining whether a program preview of the broad-

casting program to be recorded is currently being

broadcast; and

(b) setting the recording reservation of the broadcasting

program by using a program preview storing key in

response to the determination that the program preview

is currently being broadcast.

* * * * *
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